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Abstract

Interactions between freshwater algae and bacteria were examined

in a natural stream habitat and a laboratory model. Field observations

provided circumstantial evidence, in statistical correlation for syn-

trophy between the microbial populations. This relation is probably

subject to control by the temperature and pH of the aquatic environment.

Several species of a pond community were isolated in axenic culture

and tests were performed to determine the nature of mixed species inter-

actions. Isolation procedures and field studies indicated that selected

strains of Chlorella and Azotobacter were closely associated in their

natural habitat. With the suspected controlling parameters, pH and

temperature, held constant, mixed cultures of algae and bacteria were

compared to axenic cultures of the same organisms, and a mutual

stimulation of growth was observed. A mixed pure culture apparatus was

designed in this laboratory to study the algal-bacterial interaction

and to test the hypothesis that such an interaction may take place

through a diffusable substance or through certain medium-borne conditions,

Azotobacter was found to take up a Chlorella-produced exudate, to

stimulate protein synthesis, to enhance chlorophyll production and to

cause a numerical increase in the interacting Chlorella population. It

is not clear whether control is at the environmental, cellular or

genetic level in these mixed population interactions.

Experimental observations in the model system, taken with field

correlations allow one to state that there may be a direct relationship

governing the population fluctuations of these two organisms in their

natural stream surroundings.
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1.0 Introduction

Studies of mlcroplankton population in freshwater habitats have

indicated a close relationship between phytoplankton and bacteria

(Golueke, 1960; Vladimirova, 1961; Wright and Hobble, 1965, 1966; Allen,

1969, 1971, a and b; Lange, 1970, 1973). Extensive research has determined

that bacteria can readily utilize algal exudates (Robbie and Crawford, 1969;

Kuentzal, 1969; Allen 1969, 1971a) and that bacteria may be in competition

with the algae for microheterotrophic reutilization of those exudates,

especially small-molecule compounds (Allen 1968, Wright and Hobble, 1966; Kurz

and LaRue, 1973). There is, however, a dearth of evidence to indicate that

algae require bacterial activity, though cross-feeding of essential growth

factors is sometimes alluded to in the closing paragraphs of literature

dealing with micropopulation dynamics (Hamburger, 1958; Jakob, 1961; Stebyluk,

1968; McGriff and McKinney, 1972). A number of possible relationships from

maintaining optimum pH and providing carbon dioxide (Kovrov and Belyanin, 1968;

Lange, 1970; Kuentzal, 1970; Sorokin, 1971) to producing or removing metabolic

compounds such as vitamins and other organic molecules (Pratt, 19A2, 1944;

Hobbie and Crawford, 1969; Chang and Tolbert, 1970; Niewolak, 1972), have

been suggested for the role which bacteria might play.

As described above most microbes live in association with other organisms.

Rather than adapting to a narrowly defined regime, these organisms have

evolved to survive and flourish in the face of biological competition, or in

the intimacy of a symbiotic association. When two or more organisms live in

close association, especially in aquatic environs, their combined activity

may be qualitatively or quantitatively different from the sum of the activities

of individual members of the community.
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This mutual stimulation, resulting from nutritional or metabolic

interactions can be termed sjmtrophy or synergy. The purpose of this study

was to determine the relationships of growth rates of bacteria and algae in

mixed populations and to determine the nature of their effects on one

another. To meet these objectives the following plan was designed:

(i) Routine monitoring of physical and chemical parameters was to be

carried out on a field system, in conjunction with sampling of

bacterial and algal populations for enumeration and classification.

These measurements would be compared to relate any significant

biotic fluctuations to physical and chemical variations; fluctuations

within the bacterial and algal population were also to be compared,

(ii) The organisms possibly involved in biotic flux would be isolated,

cultured and identified,

(iii) Mixed populations of field-isolated cultures of bacteria and algae

would be compared to axenic cultures of the same organisms in a

laboratory model environment. Cell number and biochemical changes

within the cells, especially those which might relate to production

potential (Fogg, 1965, Tailing, 1965, 1969; Vollenweider, 1969)

would be closely observed.

Direct causal relationships and contributions of all species in a highly

mobile environment would be extremely difficult to determine as a holistic

gnotobiotic community and difficult to reproduce in a model. The purpose

was to determine the relationships between the growth rates and cycles of

bacteria and algae and to determine the nature of their effects on one another.

For this reason two closely interacting microbes would be chosen. A relationship

with the natural situation would be sought through statistical correlation

The results of some experiments designed to fulfill the plan are described below.
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3.

1.1 Review of Literature; Bacteria-Algal Interactions

The effects of the growth of one freshwater population on another have

been studied by many different means. Observations were made in the field,

and reasonable explanations were postulated; organisms were removed to labora-

tory situations to study more intensely one or more aspects of the interactions.

Not only have different means been used, but also many various effects

monitored, and many explanations put forward - often with dispute and

confusion over the mechanism of interaction. Important research has been

done In the realm of transferable substrates, which can be monitored in

natural waters, added to laboratory cultures and/or measured in relation to other

parameters and traced throughout the metabolism of the organisms Involved.

This appeared to be the area of study which would yield the greatest dividends

in understanding mixed population interactions though the examination

of physical and inorganic chemical aspects was not neglected.

Transferable substrates, or exudates, where suspect, were examined in

regard to the physiology and biochemistry of both the producer and consumer,

as well as the ecological significance of this substrate compound. For example,

it would have been foolish to propose that a molecule like ascorbate was an

important intermediary substance in bacterial-algal growth interactions unless

It could be shown that the algal population produced and exuded ascorbate,

that the bacterial population could take up and utilize ascorbate, that suffi-

cient ascorbate could be exuded in natural conditions to support a consuming

population and lastly, but perhaps most importantly, that ascorbate was

actually present in sufficient concentrations in the waters of natural commu-

nities. As well, there was need to show that the physical-chemical conditions

had been established which allowed ascorbate-mediated interactions to take place.

Not only should bacteria have utilized some algal exudate, but it would have

to be shown that bacteria released some exudate which was utilized by the
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algae, or bacteria metabolized some autoinhibitory exudate of the algae to

allow algal growth to continue. Further, each population had to be able to

adjust to the other when stimulation - or growth induction - occurred, so as

to optimize the interaction, and also to maintain the relation when the grow-

ing populations changed the physical and chemical environment (Sorokin, 1971;

Otsuki and Wetzel, 1971).

Wright and Hobbie (1966) have shown that at lov; concentrations of glucose

and acetate, the V of uptake follows Michaelis-Menten kinetics of
max

transport-uptake for bacteria, while at high concentrations, the uptake is

proportional to the bioraass and follows kinetics of diffusion. They showed

that the bacteria were able to actively take up organic substrates like ace-

tate and glucose, while the green algae were apparently only able to take them

up by diffusion and possessed no operating active transport mechanisms for these

substrates. In this system, the origonal source of glucose and acetate would

be from algae and the primary uptake would be by active transport in the bacteria.

Wright and Hobbie proposed that this was the mechanism in natural waters

which kept the organic substrates at low concentrations and perhaps prevented

the heterotrophic growth of algae.

Saunders and Storch (1971) showed a regular diurnal oscillatory control

of organic substrates in freshwater communities; the release of extracellular

carbon was found to be proportional to light intensity and photosynthetic

rates. Bacterial assimilation was observed to follow Michaelis-Menten kinetics,

though the maxima of extracellular release and bacterial assimilation lagge<S

by as much as three hours. However, over a twenty-four hour period, substrate

concentrations and phytoplankton-bacteria activities fluctuated about a con-

stant value. Light Intensity appeared to be the controlling variable (with

water temperature proportional to intensity and duration of light) with the

biological response system mediated by a fluctuating organic pool.
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Allen (1969) found situations similar to those observed by Wright and

Hobbie (1966): that in situ metabolism of glucose and acetate, over an annual

study of a shallow freshwater lake, followed Michaelis-Menten enzyme kinetics

indicating bacterial metabolism. Concentrations of glucose and acetate,

Allen found, were apparently reduced to sufficiently low levels by bacterial

activity that appreciable in situ algal heterotrophy could not occur. It was

found that acetate concentrations reached maximum values under ice cover,

while in summer the upper strata attained O.Olug/1 concentrations occasionally.

During summer months, changes in maximum velocities of substrate uptake were

shown to be directly proportional to fluctuations in total bacterial numbers.

The estimates for acetate concentration were made by a bioassay technique

developed by Allen (1968).

In further work, Hobbie and Crawford (1969) found that phytoplankton

,

fed a range of organic compounds, respired amino acids most rapidly (aspartic

acid 60% of total uptake respired) , and also respired sodium glycollate at a

high rate (49% of total uptake)

.

Nalewajko and Lean (1972) have shown that exudation of organic compounds

varies with the producer species, the age of the population, and the stage of

the growth cycle. In their work, Chlorella was shown to release glycollate

at a higher rate than any other organic compound (93 to 98% of total organic

14
C exuded) and very little glucose. Other algae, like Navicula , Anabaena and

Asterionella , exuded larger percentages of large molecular weight compounds

(m.w. >1500) and little glucose or sucrose - with the exception of Anabaena

flos-aquae cultures, just entering log growth, which released two-thirds of

its organic exudates as glucose. Nalewajko's (Nalewajko and Marin, 1969) work

demonstrated the complexity of studying mixed population interactions, yet
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illustrated a probable site for the mechanism of control. Nalewajko and Lean (1972)

suggested immediate re-utilization of excreted metabolites by the excreting algae

may be prevented by the presence of a (concentration-dependent) competitive

inhibitor. She also noted that the role of bacteria in taking up or releasing

such an inhibitory exudate was not clear, but that bacterial activity probably

accounted for underestimations of both in situ measured concentrations of low

molecular weight algal exudates, and in situ heterotrophic re-utilization of

exudates by the algal population. The addition of small-molecule exudates

(acetate, glucose, sucrose, glycollate) was found to act as an autoinhi-

bitor to exudation though the mode of activity appeared to be allowing labelled

metabolites to be detected in the medium, rather than be reutilized by the algae.

To further complicate a proposed interchange of metabolite-inhibitor,

Nalewajko noted that the type of exudate changed from being low molecular weight

compounds (glycollate, acetate) in rapidly growing cultures to higher

molecular weight organic compounds (glucose, sucrose, polysaccharides) in aging

populations. Also noted was the increasing decline of re-utilization with

increasing molecular weight of the substance exuded.

Nalewajko implied that bacterial action on algal exudates might reduce

or negate both heterotrophic re-utilization and autoinhibition by exuded compounds.

Rapidly growing cultures of green algae such as Chlorella , Ankistrodesmus ,

Chlamydomonas and Scenedesmus have been shown to excrete glycollate (Nelson and

Tolbert, 1970; Tolbert and Chang, 1970) not only as the primary exudate, but

also as a large percentage of all carbon fixed through photosynthesis

.

Dividing and resting cultures were shown to excrete less glycollate and more of

such exotic exudates as mesotartrate, isocitrate lactone, glycine and serine;

the latter two compounds were shown to be intermediates in the glycollate

pathway

.
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Tolbert (1958) had previously reported that glycollate was exuded by

Chlorella in aerobic conditions only, and that up to 10% of all carbon fixed

14
(as C0_ incorporated) was excreted by the cells as glycollate. However,

when shifted to anaerobic conditions, these algae quickly absorbed the glycollate

and later excreted lactate. The combined labours of Hess (Hess and Tolbert, 1966),

Tolbert (Tolbert, 1958; Tolbert and Chang, 1970; Chang and Tolbert, 1970) and

Nelson (Nelson and Tolbert, 1970; Bruin, Nelson and Tolbert, 1970), in the past

decade, have failed to conclusively describe a reason for glycollate exudation,

or even its role in algal physiology; they have suggested that it was an end-

product of photosynthesis, yet it removes carbon from the system almost as

soon as it is fixed; they have suggested that it was used as an ionic balance

for inorganic carbon anions taken up, and glycollate appeared to be the organic

anion which could most easily be released. The equilibrium between glycollate

and bicarbonate could facilitate rapid bicarbonate movement without the

necessity of a similar cationic shift, though such a system was susceptable

to either C0_ or 0- inhibition: the former by reducing the activity of

glycollate dehydrogenase and glutamaterglyoxylate transaminase, and the

latter by the Warburg effect on the photosynthetic apparatus.

A rapid removal of inorganic carbon, or an equally rapid release of CO^

could, in theory, disturb the glycollate release, though it would appear more

feasible that an equilibrium would be set up with algae removing inorganic

carbon and fixing it - released as glycollate - and bacteria releasing CO2

by the respiration of glycollate, acetate or glucose.

It was further shown that photosynthetic products were determined by

available substrate concentration (e.g. high output of amino acids, and amino

acid oxidation by respiration in situations of high ammonium and nitrate ion

concentrations) , such that the production rates of glucose and glycollate or

amino acids may depend on the bacterial rates of respiration or nitrate

reduction, and nitrogen fixation.
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Glycollate may function to dissipate excess reducing power in chloroplasts

under conditions of limited carbon dioxide availability in regulating normal

cell metabolism (Merrett and Lord, 1973).

Glycollate availability and its ecological role may be related to phosphate

or iron and calcium concentrations (Lean, 1973) and may be modified by light,

pH, oxygen tension, carbon dioxide concentration and temperature (Merrett and

Lord, 1973). In mixed populations, bacteria will take up glycollate (Wright,.

1970) in both light and dark, such that heterotrophic re-utilization of this

exudate by algae may be severely limited, and perhaps non-existent in situ.

However, the secondary products of glycollate metabolism glycine and serine,

may have inhibitory effects on bacteria, and an autoinhibitory effect on the

algae, though the method of release and ecological significance of these two

amino acids has not been clearly demonstrated (Hobbie, Crawford and Webb,

1968; Hobbie and Crawford, 1969). Glycollate itself, in high concentrations

(10-100 mg. per litre), has been shown to inhibit the growth of some aquatic

bacteria (Kurz and LaRue, 1973); also glycollate (and glycine) inhibit the

enzyme isocitrate dehydrogenase, a primary source of reducing power in the

nitrogen-fixing bacteria Azotobacter , and a key enzyme in the T.C.A. cycle.

Glycollate is probably never found in such inhibiting concentrations in natural

waters

.

The impact of auto inhibition, microheterotrophic re-utilization of exudates

and heterotrophic uptake of allochthonous organic compounds in naturally

occurring algal populations is, no doubt, highly complex in itself, but is

substantially complicated by the addition of a bacterial population. The

bacteria not only affect the concentrations of exudates in the aqueous

environment but may add additional organic compounds of a stimulatory or

inhibitory nature. The impact of these many processes, as observed in laboratory

cultures or in enzyme
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extract acting on select substrates in vitro , may be entirely obscured in

natural mixed populations in some circumstances, moderated in another,

or enhanced further in some others.

In a study of mixed population systems, Gorden, Beyers, Odum and Eagon

(1969) detailed heterotrophic succession in a microecosystem based on Chlorella

as the primary producer. They suggested that bacteria, including Bacillus , Flavo-

bacterium , and a number of Pseudomonodaceae, functioned in at least four ways:

(1) as contributors of thiamin (an algal growth factor) , C0„ and (organic)

nitrogen (Ellis, 1968),

(2) in decomposition of cell walls of bacteria and algae and release of

organic small molecules,

(3) in assimilation of the excretions of primary producers, and

(4) in assimilation of the excretions of other bacteria.

Bacillus , seemed unable to compete with other bacteria later in succession.

Release of thiamin was related to active bacterial metabolism rather than lysis

of dying cells, which indicates a positive interaction with the Chlorella population

assumed to be exuding a carbon compound (glycollate was suggested) . The role

of pH and a bicarbonate buffer system was also briefly mentioned as being of

possible importance to these interactions (Ferens and Beyers, 1972).

The basic premise of such an hypothesis as the glycollate-bicarbonate

mediated interaction system, is that the contributing species evolved the system

in unison, and they continue to mutually support one another. The time course

or evolution may be a few generations of microbial populations , or may be

linked to the eons of biochemical evolution in their primordial past.

Mutual support does not exclude elimination of interfering or competing

populations, as shown in the replacement of Bacillus in Gorden 's (1966) micro-

ecosystem, or the rapid die-off of E^. coli and Salmonella species in Stebyluk' s

(1968) mixed cultures. Fitzgerald (1969) found a general antagonism of a
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"bacterial-sized inhibitor" (defined by filter size) which affected various

algal types: these "bacteria" may not stimulate the algae they had been

associated with, in natural environments, but might inhibit the growth of

competitive algae. He suggested that bacteria might act as a control for

algal blooms as the bacteria-sized inhibitor prevented the growth of

Microcystis in sewage lagoons, and competed with Anabaena , Gleotrichia ,

Scenedesmus and many other algae - but not with Chlorella . Nitrogen, as

ammonia, nitrite or nitrate was suggested as a control mediator (Fogg, 1959).

Fitzgerald did not exclude an organic carbon molecule as the interacting

mechanism.

Such a system of mutual support between algal and bacterial populations,

to the exclusion or inhibition of non-contributing species, might have led to

the evolution of a relationship which became obligative for one or more of the

participants. Such an extreme system was observed by Hamburger (1958) who

relates that "after first transfers, only two strains of Pseudomonas f luorescens

remained, which were regularly isolated from Volvox aureus , from different

environments". She observed that axenic cultures of Volvox died after

separation from the bacteria, and that culture filtrates of either or both

of the two strains could not replace the presence of living bacteria, nor

could supplements of vitamins. A combination of growth factor synthesis and

removal of an autotoxin was suggested, and she coined the term "obligative

symbiosis" to describe this mixed species microcommunity

.

Glycollate excretion might be thus rationalized: the production of

glycollate probably results from an overfixation of carbon into organic

molecules, which cannot be totally accommodated in the metabolism of the

cell. (It should be noted that in rapidly growing algal cultures, the

majority of cells are relatively small and appear to be completely

filled by the dense chloroplast .) This leads to the evolution
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of a system which removes fixed carbon without slowing down the energy

trapping apparatus. Concurrent with this system-evolution came the establishment

of the glycollate-bicarbonate shunt, utilizing a photosynthetlc "waste"

product to balance uptake of a photosynthetlc substrate. Coupled with the

internal biochemical and physiological evolution in the alga, one could

hypothesize a parallel development of bacterial populations trading

glycollate for inorganic carbon and utilizing the oxygen released by

photosynthetlc activity.

This hypothesis is consistent with Nalewajko's observations (1972) in that

those algal species (diatoms) which do not appear to interact with bacterial

populations to any great extent excrete large-molecular weight compounds, while

the blue-green and the green algae, which have been found to be more closely allied

to bacterial populations (Allen, 1969; Gorden et^ al , 1969; and Lange, 1970) exude

glycollate and glucose as their major excretory products. The explanation

also follows from the physiological studies by Tolbert and his colleagues.

It may be seen, then, that bacterial-algal interactions contain

complexity in not only the means and the mechanism of interrelation, but also

in the degree to which these mechanisms are involved, or required for the

maintenance of mixed population communities in natural systems.
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2 . METHODS

2.1 Organisms

2.11 Isolating Procedures

All organisms recruited for laboratory testing were sampled together

in a 96.5 litre sample of a complete water column - that is, from surface to

bottom mud - from the middle pond of a freshwater stream. From this large

grab sample, 300 ml aliquots were removed and filtered through Millipore GSWP

0.22 )xm filters (Clark and Sigler, 1963). Thirty such filters were prepared and

fifteen were immediately removed for bacterial culturing. Five filters for

bacterial culturing were placed on nitrate-nutrient agar (Difco) , five on

yeast-peptone dextrose (Y.P.D.) agar and five on tryptlcase-soy agar (Difco).

These plates were incubated at 30 C for 72 hours. In addition to these

filtered samples, aliquots of 1.0 ml and 0.1 ml were spread on plates of the

above mentioned media, and also on Eosin methylene-blue (Levine's) agar

(Oxoid) , blood agar (Difco), brain-heart infusion agar (Difco) and Sabourad's

dextrose agar (Difco). These plates, in duplicate, were incubated in two

sets: one at 37 C and one at 40 C, (Standard Methods, 1966), for 72 hours.

Other filters placed on media conducive to the growth of algae: five

on Chu #10 triple strength agar (Chu, 1942), five on Pelczar's algal agar

(Pelczar, 1965) and five on a modified Knop-phosphate agar (Pringsheim, 1949).

These plates were incubated at 22 C under lights of 12,900 lux in a 14:10

photoperiod.

As colonies developed on the filters, they were removed with a sterile

loop and streaked on agar plates of the same medium from which they first

developed. This retrulturing method (Lewin, 1959) was carried out continuously

over a period of six weeks until a large collection of pure-cloned cultures

were available.
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The algal colonies were then subjected to procedures designed to yield

bacteria-free (axenlc) cultures (Wiedman, 1964; Droop, 1967). A colony was

looped off a plate and cultured in liquid medium of the same type as the

solid medium: the resulting suspension was then plated on agar medium to

produce a "lawn" of growth, either by air suspending (Wiedman 's technique)

or by simple spreading with a glass bar. Upon this lawn inoculum, antibiotic

discs were placed. Colonies of algae were selected from the bacteria-free

zone of clearance surrounding the discs, and the procedure repeated. Each

algal culture was subjected to a different antibiotic (see Materials) at

every transfer and reculturing to ensure that all types of bacteria were

removed. When subsequent tests for bacteria in axenic algal cultures on

YPD or nutrient broth were negative, the isolation of a pure algal culture

was complete. Stock cultures were stored in a medium containing 40 ug/lltre

Tetracyclin. Each stock inoculum was transferred to fresh sterile buffered

medium (without antibiotics) and grown to log. phase before employing it in

an experiment.

The bacteria isolated from the filtered samples were similarly re-

streaked several times to isolate single colonies and uni-species clones

were then transferred to nutrient or nitrate-nutrient agar slants for sterile

storage. Slants were washed with nutrient or nitrate-nutrient broths,
'^*'

respective to the slant media, to prepare a growing culture for experimental

use.

2.12 Identification Procedures

The isolated algae were microscopically observed and identified according

to morphological and ecological criteria as described by Prescott (1954 and 1964)

Pringsheim (1946) and Smith (1920, 1950).
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Bacteria were differentiated on the basis of the following discriminative

tests according to Bergey*s Manual (Breed, 1957) and Methods in Microbiology

(Norris and Ribbons, 1971):

Cellular morphology - staining reactions
Colony morphology
Nutrient broth growth
Litmus milk reaction
Blood agar growth
Indole production (Pelczar, 1965)
Sulfide production in SIM (Pelczar, 1965)
Nitrate reduction-nitrite production
Methyl red test (Difco Manual)
Voges-Proskauer test (Difco Manual)
Acid and gas production from carbohydrates
Agar liquifaction
Anaerobic or aerobic growth
Optimal temperature growth
Typical habitat

Media used for these tests were standard products, or were prepared from

standard products of Difco Laboratories (Detroit, Michigan), Oxoid Division

of Oxo Ltd. (London, U.K.) and B.D.H. Chemicals Ltd. (Poole, U.K.)1

2.2 Culturing of Organisms

2.21 Standard Mediiun for Experimental Studies

A standard medium for batch culture and mixed pure culture use was

prepared from inorganic salts. The medium was based on calcium ion balance,

and approximated the total ionic composition of the natural stream waters

(Table I) , The culture medium had the follov7ing composition per litre: 0.148 g.

of Ca(OH) , 0.01 g. of CaNO^, 0.34 g. of NaHCO^, 0.12 g. of MgSO^, 0.0135 g. of

KH»PO,, 0.00176 g. of K HPO , 0.004 g. of Fe-diNaEDTA, and 10 ml. of a trace

element solution containing Zn (as ZnSO,.7H20), Mn (as MnSO^.H^O), Co (as C0CI2.

6H2O), B (as H^BG ), Mo (as (NH^)gMo^02^.4H20) , and Cu (CuSO^.5H20) dissolved in

glass distilled water (Smith and Wiedman, 1964). The phosphate was added in

a 0.01 Molar solution pH 8.2 (C. Sorokin, 1971). Bicarbonate was added as

sodium bicarbonate to approximate concentrations as observed in stream water,

but measured as calcium carbonate (Otsuki and Wetzel, 1971).
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All stock solutions and media were prepared with glass-distilled de-

lonlzed water in acid-washed Pyrex vessels. The standard medium (calcium-

based) was employed for all experiments unless otherwise stated,

2.22 Bacterial Media and Culturing

The usual media employed for bacterial culturing wer6 Difco nutrient

broth and Difco nutrient agar. Trypticase-soy and nitrate-nutrient broths

and agar were also used for isolation procedures and for storage slants.

Another complex medium, YPD (Difco Manual) was used for bacterial storage

and culturing purposes, and for the culturing of aquatic fungi and unknown

bacteria from raw water samples. This YPD medium contains 1% (w./v.)

Difco Bacto-yeast extract, 2% Difco Bacto-peptone and 2% Difco Bacto-dextrose,

and was used both as a broth and with agar for plates and slants.

All commercial media and agar were sterilized by autoclaving for

fifteen minutes. The standard medium was filtered through Millipore GSWP 0.22

membrane filters to sterilize the experimental solutions as both this medium j^

and the natural stream water produced a precipitate when autoclaved.

2.23 Algal Media and Culturing

The standard medium was employed for algal culturing in both liquid

and plate cultures. The concentration of salts was increased four-fold for

use in agar plates. Several types of media were prepared for isolation and

growth tests, and the recipes for liquid media were modified for use in agar

plate culturing: modified Bacto-algae broth (Difco Manual), modified Pelczar's

algae medium (Pelczar, 1965), Chu //lO solution (Chu, 1942), Molisch solution

(Pringsheim, 1949), modified Knop-phosphate solution (Pringsheim, 1949),

Hoagland's solution A.S. (Stange, Bennett and Calvin, 1960), peat soil extracts

and a modified TBIM solution (from Smith and Wiedman, 1964).
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2.3 Analytical and Sampling Procedures

2.31 Chlorophyll Determination

Chlorophyll concentration was determined by the method of Tailing (1969)

modified after Strickland and Parsons (1968). Algal culture samples, (1.0 ml.)

were spun In a clinical centrifuge at 2,800 rpm on a 155 mm head In 15 ml

conical glass tubes , at 3-5 C for 5 minutes . The supernatant was discarded and

the cells were resuspended In cold fresh buffered sterile medium and respun.

The pellet was resuspended in absolute methanol and boiled for five minutes In

a total volume of 5 ml. The boiled suspension was centrlfuged and the supernatant

removed. Chlorophyll £ was determined In the supernatant from the optical density

at 660 nm, corrected for Interference at 750 nm, In a Bausch and Lomb (Rochester,

N.Y.) Spectronlc 20 or Spectronlc 100.

The optical density readings were converted to ug/ml by the formula of

Tailing simplified: chlorophyll a (ug/ml) - 13.9 x (CD 660-OD 750) In a one

centimeter cuvette. The formula was found to be accurate to 20 ug/lltre for

natural lake waters (Tailing, 1965). The methodology was presented in the

I.B.P. Handbook (Vollenwelder, 1969) for primary production studies in

freshwater communities (Tailing and Driver, 1963).

A plot of chlorophyll concentration v£. cell density was prepared using

an exponentially-growing culture of Chlorella . From the straight-line relation,

an extraction error was determined within a range of ±5%, Independent of cell

density within the lower limits of the spectrophotometric technique.

Chlorophyll was found to be 3% of the total cell mass as determined by dry

weight measurements. From this standard straight-line plot it was possible

to exchange chlorophyll concentration information for dry weight determinations.
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Chlorophyll concentrations for natural stream water samples were

determined by this same method, with the modification that samples were con-

centrated 50:1 by slow speed centrifugation (500-550 rpm) for thirty

minutes in a clinical centrifuge, using sterile 22 ml. polycarbonate tubes

with conical bottoms.

2.32 Protein Determination

Protein concentration was determined by a modified Biuret method

(Borgi, Richterich, and Briner, 1967; Ainsworth and Coleman, 1971) as follows:

samples containing algal cells were spun in a clinical centrifuge under con-

ditions as described for chlorophyll preparations. The supernatant was

discarded and the cells resuspended in 5 ml of 0.5N HCIO, and spun for

five minutes. The pellet was again resuspended in 5 ml of 0.5N perchloric acid

and respun. The spun cellular pellet from the second acid treatment was re-

suspended in 1 ml of 2N NaOH, to which preparation 5 ml of the biuret re-

agent was added.

A standard curve for protein was prepared using bovine serum albumen

(BSA) in a range of 50 mg per ml to 0.01 mg per ml dissolved in 2N

NaOH. Samples were clarified by centrifugation before reading the final

OD334 nm.

2.33 Radioactivity Determination

Carbon-14 radioactivity was determined by a liquid scintillation coun-

ting method modified from Kinard (1957). _The standard scintillation solvents

employed were described in the Nuclear Chicago Manual for Scintillation

Counting (CD. Searle, Co.; 1967). These solvents were designed to carry

radioactive carbon-14 from aqueous samples (Sorokin and Kadota, 1973).
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Scintillation solution I contained 5.0 g of 2,5-diphenyloxazole (PPO)

,

80 g. of napthalene and 50 mg of l,A-bis C2(S-phenyloxazole)3 benzene (POPOP)

dissolved in 385 ml of xylene, 385 ml of dioxane and 230 ml of absolute

ethanol. Scintillation solution II contained 10 g of PPO, 80 g of napthalene

and 500 mg of POPOP; dissolved in 140 ml of xylene, 430 ml of dioxane and 430 ml

of ethoxyethanol (Cellusolve) . These standard solutions were modified by the

addition of ethanolamine (20 ml. per litre) just before filling of scintillation

vials; the ethanolamine was to aid in retention of 14„q when aqueous samples

were added (Jeffay and Alvarex, 1961) . The standard sample volume was 100 ul.

per 10 ml. of solvent. Efficiency for Sol. I = 55%; Sol. II = 56%.

All samples were coxmted for three one-minute counts; cpm were con-

verted to dpm using an external standard to determine the efficiency;

Aqueous samples (filtrates, supematants, medium) were counted in Sol. I.,

while samples with cellular debris were counted in Sol. II (Wallen and Geen, 1968)

The sampling procedure was modified from the biuret methodology. Samples

for the medium counts were taken from the supernatant of the first centrifu-

gation and from the first wash. Samples for "soluble" cell fraction were

taken from the supernatant of the first 0.5N HClO.-treated centrifugation.

Samples for the "Insoluble" cellular phase were taken from the 2N NaOH-dissolved

pellet suspension; the latter two phases comprised the total incorporated carbon-

14 (Fogg, Nalewajko, Watt, 1965).

All data in dpm were corrected for background and re-estimated for an

isotope effect of 6% (Steeman Nielsen, 1955.)
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2.4 Sample Counting and Statistical Analysis

2.41 Bacterial Counting

Duplicate 1.0 of raw, 1:10 and 1:100 diluted samples were plated

directly onto an agar plate and spread with a sterile glass rake.

Plates were incubated for 24 and 72 hours at 30 C. These plates were used

for rough estimates of cell densities and of representative bacterial-types..

A multiple tube technique was (Pelczar, 1965; Norris and Ribbons , 1971)

employed to count bacterial numbers in field sampling, and in laboratory

testing, an enumeration which yielded a most probable number of cells per

millilitre (MPN, Standard Methods, 1960; corrections for standard tables from

Scully and Dondero, 1973).

This test estimated bacterial numbers, which are multiples of ten, and

when performed in duplicate with plate counting, gave estimation of actual

viable bacterial numbers. A straight-line relationship between optical

density (0 D at 540 nm; Goodwin, 1969) and viable cell count was obtained.

2.42 Algal Counting

Algal numbers were determined by direct observation. Larger algae

and colonies of algae from field samples (> 15-20 microns) were counted in

a Sedgewick-Rafter cell (McAllce, 1971). Exactly 1.0 ml. of a sample was

placed in the cell and the nvimbers of each species per field was counted

under 100-power magnification. Their distributions were calculated for

twenty fields as follows:

No. of cells per 20 fields x 640 fields per counter = cells /ml.
20 fields

Smaller cells from field samples and Chlorella from laboratory tests

were counted in a Palmer Nannoplankton Chamber (Palmer and Maloney, 1954:

Jackson and Williams, 1962). Three 0.10 ml. allquots of each sample were
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drawn, and nine fields counted per aliquot. The number of cells per

mlllllltre was calculated as follows:

No. of cells per 9 fields x
2900 fields per counter

^ i „i ^ cells/ml.
9 fields o3

The means of each aliquot were compared to determine sample homogeneity.

All counts (N 18) contributed to the mean of the sample density. Analysis

indicated that variations of counts within the sets (from aliquot to aliquot)

were within acceptable limits (95% confidence)

.

2.5 Field Assays

Physical and chemical parameters were measured jji situ by portable

equipment and assay techniques.

The pH In the stream was measured with an International Biophysics

Corp. (Irvine, California) TropHy Meter 18-T; temperature and conductivity

were determined by a HydroLab Corp. (Austin, Texas) TC-2 Conductivity Meter;

dissolved oxygen was measured with a Delta Scientific Corp. (Llndhurst, N.J.)

Model 85 Oxygen Meter.

Phosphate assays were carried out employing a Hach Chemical Co. (Ames,

Iowa) Model PO-23/PO-23A Phosphate Test Kit; test for nitrate and nitrite

were carried out using a Hach Chemical Co. Model Ni-10 Test Kit. These tests,

using Hach kits, were carried out at the field site only . Routine analysis

for these three determinations were carried out, according to methods

described in Standard Methods for Examination of Water and Wastewater (1965),

in the laboratory.
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Alkalinity, calcium, hardness and turbidity assays were performed in the

laboratory immediately on return from the field: Alkalinity was measured by

a method of potentiometrlc titration as described in Standard Methods (1965);

calcium was determined by an EDTA Titrimetric method using Eriochrome Blue

Black R indicator (Standard Methods, 1965); hardness was measured by a

similar method, but with Murexide as an indicator.

Assays of stream water samples were routinely performed by the Ontario

Public Health Laboratories (Toronto, Ontario). These samples were analysed

for BOD, total dissolved solids, hardness, calcium, iron, sodium, magnesium,

ammonia, fluoride, chloride, sulphate, nitrate, nitrite, alkalinity and pH;

this data was used to supplement field analyses, and to compare with data

collected in situ .

2.51 Estimation of Production: Modified Azide-Winkler Method

Dark-and-light bottle sets were prepared from stock Pyrex 250 ml. glass-

stoppered reagent bottles; one bottle of the set was covered with matt-black
, w J t'f

plastic masking tape and the other was left clear. The two bottles were

connected by a stainless-steel X-bar welded to two Tridon clamps which held

the. bottles tightly. This bottle set was held in place in the stream on a

steel rod driven into the sediments.

The bottles were carefully and simultaneously filled with stream water,

and stoppered without entrapping air bubbles. The bottles were submerged in

the stream about 5 cm. from the surface and exposed for six hours. Samples

were removed and immediately tested for dissolved oxygen by a modified

Azide-Winkler method (Standard Methods 1965)

.

Production was estimated by subtracting the oxygen concentration deter-

mined for the dark bottle from the concentration determined for the light

bottle. This value of net production, as measured in mg oxygen per litre
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was then converted to mg C. per tn3 per day, by a formula derived by Megard

(1972) from Vollenweider (1969) and Tailing (1965) . It was assumed that

gross photosynthesis for a full day was twice that amount measured during

six hours

:

(p) production or net photosynthesis = (F/PQ) x 2^^ = 0.62Aq

o
whereAp difference between light and dark oxygen concentrations (mg. per m ),

PQ = coefficient of photosjmthesis, moles of 0„ produced per moles

C assimilated,

F = ratio of molecular weights of oxygan and carbon (0.375).

3.0 Apparatus

3.1 Growth Chamber

The growth chamber used in all culture experiments was a Hotpack Co.

(Waterloo, Ont.) stainless-steel incubator, with internal dimensions of 160 cm.

X 60 cm. X 50 cm. ; the incubator has a controlled temperature range from

-10 C. up to 60 C, with forced air heating and cooling employing internal

circulation. Humidity was maintained with a Pyrex-Whatman open-wicked humi-

difier.

The light source was mounted on a white sheet-metal rack, measuring

tm
60 cm. X 50 cm, with two banks of three G.E. Cool-white 15 watt

TM
fluorescent lamps set each side, and two Sylvania Reflector-flood 150 watt

incandescent lamps set front and back on the centre-line of the rack. The

whole light unit could be adjusted for height within the incubator cabinet.

Maximum measured light intensity at 1 cm. from the source was 45,200 lux

(4,200 ft. c.) and intensity decreased with distance.

The flask clamps and the mixed pure-culture apparatus cradle were

mounted on a one-half inch plywood frame bolted to a New Brunswick

TM
Scientific (New Brunswick, N.J.) Gyrotory Water Bath Shaker, G 76.
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3.2 The Mixed Pure-Culture Apparatus (M.P.C.A.)

The apparatus was made of three basic parts, (Figures 1 to 4)

,

which, when joined together, form an integrated imit. Two culture flasks

were fabricated from Kimax 1000 ml. spherical flasks with Pyrex 29/42

glass-stoppered joints fitted at 45 in the upper section; ground-glass

Millipore support unit flanges were formed onto the bottom of the vessels

with a Pyrex #4 PS Teflon Stopcock and a sampling port located above each flange.

The base support vessel was purpose-built from heavy glass tubing with an

inside diameter equal to that of the inside bore of the flask support unit

flange; the vessel was built in a squared-U shape with ground-glass Millipore

support unit flanges set horizontally on each arm. A Pyrex #4 PS Stopcock was

fitted to the bottom edge of the unit, and a sampling port was located on

the top, midway between the two support unit flanges. A thistle tube was

fitted beside the sampling port to allow for the escape of air bubbles and

to maintain constant hydrostatic pressures across the integrated unit. The

central base vessel had a filled volume of 515 ml.

The Millipore support unit (Figure 3) consisted of a round stainless-

steel support disc, 1.05 mm in thickness and 5.58 cm in diameter, with 32

gauge stainless-steel mesh welded into the centre port opening, and surrounded

by a No. 32 Neoprene 0-ring which fitted into a machined-groove on the edge

of the disc; this disc supported a 60 mm Millipore GSWP 0.22 urn filter which

was 1.0 mm in diameter larger than the disc-0-ring support. The membrane

support-disc arrangement was sandwiched between the ground-glass flanges on

the culture vessels and the support vessel by a Tridon Co. (Burlington, Ont.)

modified plumbing clamp, which had three angled stainless-steel projections
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Figure 1* The Mixed Pure-Culture Apparatus. Side View

The assembled apparatus consisting of two 1000 ml. mo-
dified Kimax spherical flasks, joined to the central U-tube.
Positions of Pyrex stopcocks and Pyrex 29/42 glass-stoppered
joints are shown, as located on the spherical culture flask,
as well as the thistle-tube, sampling port and Pyrex stop-
cock on the central support U-tube. The working volume of
medium in the assembled apparatus is 1,515 ml., with 500 ml.
in each culture vessel, and 515 ml. in the support vessel
(U-tube)

.
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Figure 2. The M.P.C.A. End View and Top View

The assembled apparatus, as described above. Illustra-
ting the relative positioning of the three vessels.
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Figure 3. The M.P.C.A. Mllllpore Support Unit

The assembled support unit, consisting of a 60 mm. Milli-

pore G.S.W.P. 0.22m membrane filter (F) and a stainless steel disc (C)

surrounded by a #32 Neoprene 'O'-ring (D) . This unit is sandwiched

between flanges of two ground-glass collars (B) , one on the culture

vessel and one on the U-tube support vessel, and clamped fast by

a modified Trident plumbing clamp (A)

.
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Figure 3 . The M.P.C.A. Millipore Support Unit

The assembled support unit, consisting of a 60 mm. Milli-
pore G.S.W.P. 0.22 \i membrane filter and a stainless steel disc
surroimded by a #32 Neoprene 'O'-rlng. This unit Is sandwiched
between flanges of two ground-glass collars, one on the cul-
ture vessel and one on the U-tube support vessel, and clamped
fast by a modified Trident plumbing clamp. The position of
the three angled stainless steel projections are shown and also
the method of forcing the collars together as the clamp Is
tightened.
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Figure 4. Illustrations of the M.P.C.A.

1. View of Apparatus, Shaker and Incubator (top, left)

2. General view of Apparatus and Base (top, right)

3. End view of Apparatus and Base (bottom, left)

4. Close-up view of Assembled Apparatus (bottom, right)
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set to force the flanges together as the clamp was tightened. The

assembled unit, shown in Figures 1 and 3, was proof to leakage around

the membrane-0-ring seal under autoclave and mild vacuum pressures.

The membranes were sited horizontally at the bottom of the culture

vessels to ensure that the membrane surfaces were always covered; this

maintained a constant area for diffusion between chambers, and a constant

scouring by vortex mixing to minimize buildup of sedentary populations on

the membranes. The area of the membrane exposed could be varied by using

support discs with mesh inserts of decreasing diameters. These inserts

were designed to give rates of diffusion - expressed as a percent of maximum

- equal to 50%, 25% and 12.5%. The largest internal diameter (100%) was

40 mm, and the diameters of the sets were 28 mm, 20 mm and lA mm, which

gave the above mentioned diffusion rate values. A set of solid discs were

prepared to enable one or both of the arms to be separated from the support

vessel, as desired.

For sterile sampling, a unit consisting of a Jinton Terumo Co. (Tokyo)

TM
Venoject 21 gauge, 38 mm sterile needle, connected to a Millipore Teflon

TM
Tri-way valve and a Becton Dickinson and Co. (Rutherford, N.J.) Glaspack

2.5 cc disposable glass syringe, was assembled. One needle-valve-syringe

sampling imit was placed in each sampling port, so that the diaphragm was

pierced only once during an experiment. The standard sample size withdrawn

was 1.0 ml, but larger volumes could be accommodated by using larger syringes.

The apparatus was manufactured in the Brock University Workshops at

the Glenridge Campus, from stock items currently available.

3.21 Physical Characteristics of the MPCA

An important requirement for the apparatus was that it should promote
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Figure 5a. Effect of Volxjme on Solution of Oxygen

The effect of different volumes of water at optimum vortex
shake rate on the solution of oxygen In de-oxygenated water

^ In the culture vessels of the MPCA. Various volumes were tested:
-^ (•) 500 ml at 145 rpm; (A) 250 ml at 160 rpm; (n) 100 ml at

175 rpm, and (o) 600 ml at 108 rpm. Temperature was constant
at 25.5 C, at which the saturation point is as noted below.

•K , • 5b . Effect of Shake-rate on Solution of Oxygen

The effect of increasing the rpm's of the Brunswick
Gyratory Shaker on the solution of oxygen in de-oxygenated
water (500 ml) in the culture vessels of the MPCA. Various
rates were tested: (/^ 150 rpm, (D) 100 rpm and (o) 60 rpm.
Tests were conducted at a constant temperature of 25.5°C, at
which the saturation point for oxygen in 8.2 ml 0-/litre.
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Effect of VoFume on Solution of Oxygen
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Figure 6 . Diffusion Rate Studies In the M.P.C.A.

The diffusion of various molecular species in water,
at 25.5°C.: volumes in the culture vessels were 500 ml. and
the shake rate was 150 r.p.m. The starting flask, closed
symbols, and the recipient flask, open symbols: (A) soluble
starch - CD.; (o) potassium permanganate - CD.; (q) radio-
active sodium bicarbonate - dpm'sr s.

I
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free and rapid exchange of dissolved gases between the cultures and the

atmosphere. Especially important was the maintenance of high oxygen tension,

a characteristic of the study stream. In addition, the apparatus had to allow

rapid equilibration, between the test cultures, of large, small, charged or

radioactive moleculeis.

The effects of working volume variation and shake rate on the oxygen

solution rate are shown in Figure 5. De-oxygenated water was placed in the

apparatus in volximes ranging from 100 to 600 ml; the MPCA was shaken at

a rate such that the cortex was just on the verge of collapsing. The former

volume (100 ml) was just sufficient to keep the membrane continuously covered,

while the latter (600 ml) was the maximum volume which could be held without

flooding the upper port or straining the base support. Oxygen tension was

measured continuously with an oxygen electrode (Model 5331, Yellow Springs

Instrument Co., Yellow Springs, Ohio) immersed in the test liquid.

The most rapid solution rate was obtained with 500 ml. Figure 5 shows

the effect of different shake rates on oxygen solution rates with this

working volume. The standard conditions for optimal experimental conditions

in the MPCA were set at 500 m. culture volume and 150 oscillations per minute

shake rate. This also gave the three compartments almost equal volumes

(support vessel - 515 ml)

.

3.1 is'*.

In Figure 6, equilibration data for starch, potassium permanganate

and sodium C-bicarbonate are shown. The test molecule was added, through

the sample port at time zero, to one culture vessel. Subsequent samples

(1.0 ml.) were extracted simultaneously by syringe from each culture vessel.

Starch was measured by the potassium iodide method at 600 nm., and potassivim
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permanganate was estimated directly at 545 nm (J. Miller, personal communication,

1973). Optical density readings were taken on a Bausch and Lomb Spectronic

100. Radio-activity was measured in samples (100 ul) pipetted directly into

prepared scintillation solvents (see Analysis and Sampling Procedures section)

.

The results show that, at the standard MPCA conditions, all these

molecules equilibrate easily and rapidly between the two culture vessels.

3.3 Chemicals

Antibiotic discs were purchased from Beniton, Dickinson and Co. Canada

Ltd., (Mississauga, Ont.) and were stored at 4°C.; Tetracyclin (30 ug per

disc). Penicillin G (10 units per disc). Streptomycin (30 ug per disc) and

Chloramphenicol (30 ug per disc) were the antibiotics used in pure culturing

TM
of field isolated algae. Tetracyclin (Bristol Lab. of Canada, Tetrex ) was

used in the algal stock cultures to inhibit bacterial contaminations. Concen-

trations of 50 ug per ml were added in filter-sterilized solutions.

14
Radioactive sodium C-bicarbonate was purchased from Amersham Searle

Corp. (Arlington Heights, Illinois).

All other chemicals were of the highest reagent grade available, and

those purchased for radioactivity counting procedures were of scintillation

grade. The suppliers were British Drug House (B.D.H.) Chemicals Ltd. (Poole,

England) and Amersham Searle (Illinois) respectively.
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4.0 RESULTS

4.1 Field Observations

4.11 Description of Field Site

The area of study was a series of three small freshwater stream ponds

located in the St. Johns '-Short Hills vicinity of the Niagara Peninsula.

Numerous sand and gravel moraines, deeply gouged valleys and generally

irregular topography are the features of this unique area of Southern

Ontario, (Fonthill Glacial Re-entry,* Caley, 1940). The dominant surficial

geological stratum is the Lockport Formation composed of dolomite (Ca Mg

(CO-)-) which rests upon the softer Rochester Shale.

A series of three connected ponds at St. Johns' were chosen as the

site for study (see Figures 7, 8 and 9) since they provide the first lentic

environment in a generally lotic watercourse. The ponds are remnants of

a millpond and spillway control, and are maintained by wood-timber dams

set in concrete abutments. The ponds are over 150 years old and are most

probably within the original stream bed. Soil analysis indicated that the

upper pond was once substantially larger, and that flow rate has gradually

been declining with suspended solids increasing. The upper pond, contained

by a large earthwork dam with a timbered overflow, is similar in size and

morphology to the middle (sample) pond, but is more susceptible to rapid

temperature change and to silt loading than the two lower ponds.

The sample pond is approximately 30 meters long, and eight meters wide

with a maximum depth of 1.42 meters, and an average depth of 0.625 meters;

surface to volume ratio is 1.028 at maximum depth which is dependent on the

number of timbers set in the dam. Details regarding the physical and chemical

nature of the pond are shown in Table I and Figure 10.

The waters are generally very hard and alkaline, relative to other bodies

of water throughout the world, and have high calcium concentrations. This

reflects the composition of the dolomite bedrock. The ionic disposition is

tabularized with a summary of physical and chemical characteristics in Table I.
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Figure 7. An overview of the Upper Twelve Mile Creek

The sampling area is shown in relation to the head-
waters of the Twelve Mile Creek. Preliminary and comparison
sampling localities are indicated by small circles; the sample
ponds at St. Johns' are indicated by the large circle. Double
bars across the streams are representative of bridges and do
not indicate dams or other obstructions.

Elevations are given in feet above mean sea level as
established by the Army Survey Establishment, R.C.E., as of
1961. This map is scaled to 1:25,000.
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Figure 8. Detail of Ponds at St. Johns.

Three artificially maintained ponds, with three timber
dams, are found in the Twelve Mile Creek tributary at St.
Johns. The total fall from the upper pond dam to the spill-
way below the lower dam is about forty meters.

Isographs of depths in the ponds are at one-quarter
meter intervals. Areas of the stream which are temporarily
awash are shown by shaded regions. Rapids are indicated by
close-hatched regions. Bridges, dams, concrete and stone
walls are shown in heavy lines

.

The vertical scale is as shown by a 10 meter bar; the
horizontal scale (viz. the width of the stream) is exaggera-
ted by a factor of two.
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Figure 9. Views of the Sample Ponds at St. John's

1. Middle Pond in Winter (top right)

A view of the main pool area and the inlet falls below the
Stone Bridge.

2. Lower Pond in Winter (bottom right)

A view of the Lower Dam and the stream flowing below the
sample area.

3. Lower Pond in Summer (bottom left)

A view of the Middle Dam and portions of the Middle Pond
and Lower Pond.

4. Main Falls in Summer (top left)

A view of the Upper Dam and Bridge from downstream showing
the Main Falls.







Figure 10. Annual Cycles in the Sample Pond at St. Johns'

Measurements for temperature and pH were taken at 12:00

hours on each of the sample days. (See Field Assays Section.)

Double bar at left margin indicates the mean value for the first
twelve months; the dotted bar indicates the mean value for the

second twelve month period. The lines follow general trends,

and not necessarily specific values.

The months are indicated by letter, starting with November
1971.
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Annual Cycles in the Sample Pond at St. Johns'
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The concentrations given are means of twenty-eight months of sampling, though

not every ionic characteristic was measured at every sampling date (114 sample

days). The ranges for the ionic concentrations were narrow, indicating that

the chemical composition was relatively stable and constant throughout the

seasons (Hutchinson 1957; Hynes 1970).

4.12 Flora and Fauna ^.,,, , f «,..,,.. ^

The surrounding flora Include Plnus strobus (Eastern white pine) , Thuja

occldentalis (Eastern white cedar) , Salix alba (willow) , Acer saccharum (sugar

maple) , and Robina pseudoacacia (black locust) ; these threes contribute

significantly, by controlling erosion and stabilizing the stream banks, by

shading the stream surface from direct sunlight, and by contributing leaf

litter to bottom sediments.

Among the contributors to the pond life were a large variety of algae,

bacteria, fungi, invertebrates, aquatic plants and vertebrates. The species

observed and tentatively identified include Paramecium , Utricularia (rotifer)

,

Vorticella , Plumatella (bryozoan) , Prostoma (nemertea) , Aedes (mosquito) , Geres

(water-strider) , Aeshna (dragonfly) , Procambarus (crayfish) , Rana pipiens

(leopard frog) , Rana catesbiana (bull frog) and Thamnophis sirtalis (Eastern

garter snake)

.

A number of microorganisms were isolated from field samples for identification

and laboratory testing, though only those organisms which were able to flourish

under normal laboratory conditions were recruited for experiments. The following

bacteria were isolated and tentatively identified according to the Seventh

Edition of Bergey's Manual of Determinative Bacteriology (Breed et al,1957)

:

Pseudomonas , two types of Bacillus , Azotobacter , Proteus , Serratia , Staphylococcus ,

Micrococcus , and a Spirillum species (See Appendix for table of identified

characteristics); all of these strains were aerobic, though the last named

is a microaerophile collected from a bottom sediment sample. No faecal
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Streptococcus , Salmonella or Escherichia were regularly observed (Ewing, 1970),

though the latter appeared infrequently during periods of heavy run-off (Post, 1970;

McFeters and Stuart, 1972).

The following algae were observed and typed according to morphological

and ecological criteria as described by Prescott (1954) , Pringsheim (1949)

and Smith (1950): Navicula , two types of Chlorella** , two of Scenedesmus ,

Merismopedia , Gleocystis , Micractinium , Palmodictyon , Cladophora glomerata ,

Ankistrodesmus *, Synedra , Oscillatoria , Cyclotella , Cocconeis , Monollantus**,

Selenastrum , Coelastrum , Ceratium , Fragilaria , Ulothrix**, Dictyosphaerium
,

Spirogyra* , Lyngbya , Nostoc *, Closterium*, Pandorina , Chlamydomonas *

,

Tetraspora , Trachelomonas , Tetragoniella , Euglena* , and another naviculoid

diatom. (See Figure 11). With regards to plate and slant cultures, Scenedesmus

and the desmid Closterium were observed to have poor storage qualities; the

diatoms could not be axenically cultured at all. Euglena became aflagellate

in axenic culture and did not survive beyond two weeks. Pure cultures of

Monollantus , Ulothrix and Chlorella were found to withstand plate storage for

longer than four weeks (Provasoli and Pintner, 1960).

4.13 Succession and Production

The majority of bacterial genera observed were typical of both soil and

aquatic habitants, and all were aerobic. Pseudomonas , Azotobacter , and

Micrococcus were regularly observed in water samples under all conditions,

in order of numerical predominance as listed. The other bacterial species

appeared irregularly and did not appear to be established aquatic populations.

The algal genera consisted of littoral and tychoplanktonic types (broken

fragments of attached algae) as well as common ubiquitous types of greens and

** were axenically cultured on standard medium agar plates

* were isolated into uni-algal cultures in the laboratory
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Figure 11. Collage of Observed Aquatic Microorganisms

A representative community of algae and bacteria is illus-

trated. The diversity of microorganisms in the sample pond is

displayed, as well as an indication of dominant types. Genera
and species are listed in the text.

1.
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Figure 12. Relation of Bacterial Numbers to Algal Numbers

Total viable bacteria numbers were estimated in the
stream waters by M.P.N, method and algal numbers were deter-
mined by direct observations in a Sedgewick-Rafter Cell and a
Palmer Nanno-Plankton Counter (see Methods). Algal numbers
were plotted versus the log of bacterial numbers; a regres-
sion line equation was calculated on a Wang 700 calculator
(see Methods) and is shown as logy = 2.9l4x + 1.02, where
X i 0. Analysis indicated that there was a positive correla-
tion between algal numbers and total viable bacterial numbers
(Siegel, 1956).
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141/390-7/3

Table I

riald Site V»ta

a. Comparison of Ionic concentrations (mg/ litre) in the natural stream

water and in the standard prepared medium for model studies.

Ion St. Johns' Stream Standard Medium

Ca'2 80 82

Na*- 8.0. 75

Mg'2 28.3 24

K+ 1.2 ^.0

Fe'3 0.08 0.04

CI- 17 12

F" <0.02 0-08

SO^"^ 90 96

NOf ^ 1.6-3.2 6.0

po 3 <.0.1 10.0

HCOJ 2 219 200

pH 8.2 8.25

b. Summary of Chemo-physical and Morphometric Characteristics of the

sample pond.

Characteristic Mean Range

Temperature («>C.) 11.65*6.25 -1.5 to 23.5

B.O.D. (mg./l.) 1.8 <-0.5 to 6.9

Dissolved oxygen 10.0 8.2 to 12.6

(mg./l. at 25°C. equiv.)

Organic content (mgC./l.) 79.0 11.0 to 140

Pool volume (m^) 210 60 to 245

Flow rate (m^/sec.) 0.017 5xl(T to 1.75

Turn-over (hours) 3.6 1.8 to 5.5

Surface area: volume ratio 1.02 -—"
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blue-greens and were not a regular euplanktonlc and potamoplanktonic community

(Williams, 1964). The dominant types were the diatoms Navicula and Synedra, which

were numerically most abundant for the whole annual cycle, except for mid-summer

when greens and blue-greens increased. The numbers of diatoms, however, did not

decline at these times. These species in dominance are characteristic of hard

temperate alkaline waters with high dissolved oxygen levels, (Williams, 1972).

The most numerous green alga was Chlorella , with Chlorella vulgaris predominating in

all but the coolest, brightest days of mid-summer (June, 1971; August, 1972; June,

July, 1973) when Chlorella pyrenoidosa flourished. Oscillatoria was observed as the

dominant blue-green in mid-and late March 1973, during periods of very bright

clear days but moderately low (6-8 C) water temperatures. The ratio of Bacillario-

phyceae to Chlorophyceae was similar to that noted by Gushing (1964) for lotic

conditions in the Montreal River watershed.

Enumeration of bacterial and algal populations was carried out over the

twenty-eight month period and analysis indicated that there was a significant

positive correlation (at 99.9% confidence; r - 0.964) between the logarithm of

total viable bacteria and total algal cell numbers. These results are shown in

Figure 12, with a line of best-fit. No situation was observed where either algal

or bacterial nvimbers were zero.

Data for algal numbers, and bacterial numbers, were compared to temperature

data (See Figure 10) . Analysis indicated that there was a significant positive

correlation (at 99.9% confidence; r = 0.922) between total viable (log and

arithmetic) numbers of bacteria and temperature and also a significant positive

correlation (at 99.9% confidence; r - 0.842) between total algal cell numbers

and temperature (Siegel, 1956; Wang, 1969).

Data regarding production and related information are given below:

3
(i) Production (Megard, 1972): 1,240 mg C per m_ per day maximum

514 mg C per m per day mean.
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3
(ii) Chlorophyll concentrations: 7.1 mg chl per m -maximum

(Tailing, 1969, after 4.A5 mg chl per m mean.
Strickland and Parsons, 1968)

3
(iii) Productivity ratio: 14.5 mg C per mg chl per m_ per day maximum

9.6 mg C per mg chl per m per day mean.

Laboratory testing of the oxygen bottle method was compared to carbon-14

techniques modified from Steeman Nielsen (1952) as described by Vollenweider (1969)

the latter giving results always slightly higher (less than 10%) . Due to the

facility of use in the field, the oxygen bottle technique, as described in methods,

was routinely employed. Productivity was noted to increase with cell numbers,

as well as with photosynthetic activity. These results for production are consistent

with observations made by Megard (1972) in alkaline lakes with high magnesium,

calcium and bicarbonate levels, and in a normally limiting situation regarding

phosphate.

4.2 Batch Culture Experimental Results

Axenic cultures of Chlorella , Ulothrix and Monollantus and pure cultures of

Azotobacter , Bacillus , Proteus , Pseudomonas and Staphylococcus were developed

from the field samples for growth studies in the standard minimal-salts medium

(See Table I; 50 ml./250 ml. conical flasks).

Guowth studies were conducted over seven and eight day periods; population

densities were estimated by direct microscopic examination for algae and by the

M.P.N, method for bacteria (See Methods). The effects of bacterial activity on

algal morphology could also be observed by direct examination, which aided in

evaluating modes of interaction and also in evaluating cell number as a means

of determining growth responses. This was especially important for the filamentous

green alga, Ulothrix, which could multiply by filament elongation, filament

fragmentation or zoospore production.

Fresh cultures of the above mentioned algal and bacterial species were

grown in both axenic and mixed cultures in experiments designed to observe the

effects of interspecific interaction and of the light regime on batch culture
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growth. It has previously been noted that the stream population was related to

temperature In regard to increases in cell number. The temperature conditions

were set within the limits of observed summer ranges in the stream (23 in daylight,

18 C at night), and light was tested with a 14:10 photoperiod vs_ constant

illumination. The results for Chlorella in mixed culture with Proteus /Bacillus /

Azotobacter /Pseudomonas , with Azotobacter only, and with Pseudomonas only, are

shown in Figures 13, 14 and 15 respectively. Temperature appeared to influence

the growth of both algal and bacterial populations in the field (See above)

and of field-isolated and culture-collection Chlorella strains. The growth

of C^ vulgaris was observed to be greatly retarded by lower temperatures (1-8 C)

;

the rates of growth of field-isolated C^ vulgaris and culture-collection Cj_ vulgaris

were significatly lower than the rate of growth of C . pyrenoidosa at 10 C.

and 15°C., but significantly higher at 25°C. and 30°C.

Photoperiodicity was noted to exert a significant influence on mixed culture

syntrophic stimulation. The cultures of Azotobacter-Chlorella and Pseudomonas-

Chlorella showed some growth stimulation in constant light (Figures 14 and 15)

but the effect was amplified ten-fold in cultures under a 14:10 photoperiod.

Subsequently all mixed batch cultures were grown in a 14:10 photoperiod, to take

advantage of this effect. Axenic cultures of Chlorella and Ulothrix showed

bleaching effects after storage in constant light at lower (8-10 C) temperatures.

Constant light also inhibited the growth of axenic bacterial cultures.

Chlorella growth, as determined by direct cell count, was compared to

estimations made by measuring optical density at the chlorophyll maximum (CD 660

n m) for axenic cultures. A straight-line relationship between cell density

of axenic Chlorella and optical density was observed for tests made from a single

axenic stock culture. However, it may be seen that cell growth of axenic

Chlorella, measured by optical density, fluctuated with light cycling (Figure 16);
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Figure 13. Growth of Chlorella In Batch Cultures with
Proteus/Bacillus /Pseudomonas /Azotobacter

Field-isolated strains of Chlorella were cultured axeni
cally (•, 14:10 photoperiod; q constant light) and mixed with
the field-isolated bacteria (o, 14:10 photoperiod, V constant
light) under standard conditions, in conical flasks (see
Methods)

.

r

Cell number was determined by direct observation in a
Palmer Nannoplankton Counter. Standard deviations and errors
were calculated on a Wang 700 Calculator (see Methods).

I
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Figure 14a. Growth of Chlorella in Batch Cultures
with Azotobacter

Field-isolated strains of Chlorella were cultured axeni-
cally (#, 14:10 photoperiod; constant light) and with a
field-isolated strain of Azotobacter (o, 14:10 photoperiod;
V constant light) under standard conditions, in conical flasks
(see Methods)

.

Cell number was determined by direct observation in a
Palmer Nannoplankton Counter, Deviations and errors were
calculated on a Wang 700 Calculator (see Methods).

F 14b. Growth of Azotobacter in Batch Cultures

Field-isolated axenic strains of Azotobacter were batch
cultured with Chlorella or in pure culture. Bacterial growth
was estimated by MPN method for a period of eight days. Azo-
tobacter were cultured in constant light with Chlorella ( v)
and in pure culture (#); and in a 14:10 photoperiod with
Chlorella (O) or in pure culture (D). The standard minimal
salts medium was supplemented with 1% (v/v) Y.P.D. broth as
a carbon source, for pure culture tests.

The calculated M.P.N, values are shown, plus or minus
one standard deviation. Deviations and errors were calculated
as noted above.
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Figure 15a. Growth of Chlorella In Batch
Cultures with Pseudomonas

Field-isolated strains of Chlorella were cultured
axenically (0, 14:10 photoperiod; D constant light) and
with a field-isolated strain of Pseudomonas (o , 14:10 photo-
period; V constant light) under standard conditions, in
conical flasks (see Methods).

Cell number was determined by direct observation in
a Palmer Nannoplankton Counter. Deviations and errors were
calculated on a Wang 700 Calculator (see Methods).

15b . Growth of Pseudomonas in Batch Cultures
with Chlorella

Field-isolated axenic strains of Pseudomonas were batch
cultured with field-isolated Chlorella, or in pure culture.
Bacterial growth was estimated by MPN method (see Methods
section) for a period of eight days. Pseudomonas were cul-
tured in constant light with Chlorella ( V ) and in pure cul-
ture (#); Pseudomonas was also cultured in a 14:10 photoperiod
with Chlorella (O) and in pure culture (D). The standard
minimal salts medium was supplemented with glucose as a carbon
source, for pure culture tests.

The calculated M.P.N, values are shown, plus or minus
one standard deviation. Deviations and errors were calculated
as above.
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it has generally been observed that green algae such as Chlorella , Scenedesmus or

Ankistrodesmus , divide in the dark and increase in size and mass in the light

(Tamiya, et al , 1953, 1954; Tamiya 1963; Bruin, Nelson and Tolbert 1970). The

results shown here indicated that the greatest growth, measured as optical density

related to chlorophyll, occurred in the first hours of the light period, while

microscopic examination indicated that numerical increases occurred during the dark

period.

Cultures were not intentionally synchronized though more small dense cells

were observed at the end of the dark period as opposed to more large vacuolated

cells observed at the end of the fourteen-hour light period. No direct reports

of optical density variation in relation to cell size and age, as opposed to

cell number, could be found in the literature as supportive or refutive evidence

(Tamiya, 1963; Miller, Mayer and Tanner, 1963: Chang and Tolbert, 1970, Bruin,

Nelson and Tolbert, 1970) though there have been observations of declining

chlorophyll percentage with cellular age by Tamiya (as reported in Fogg, 1965).

It was further noted that bacterial presence also stimulated the growth

of Ulothrix in regards to filament elongation, without significantly affecting

filament number increase. Bacterial inoculation caused no significant increase

in cell numbers of Mono11antus which was tested at two different Initial con-

centrations.

Analogous experiments were performed on pure bacterial cultures; axenic

cultures with or without glucose as a carbon source, were compared to mixed

cultures of bacteria and algae. Glucose was not added to mixed cultures.

Azotobacter was observed to be stimulated by Chlorella activity (Figure 14)

over a six day period to reach cell densities greater than those of axenic cultures.

Similar results were observed for Pseudomonas (Figure 15) . The results of these

experiments indicated that Azotobacter was stimulated to a greater degree than

Pseudomonas , while Azotobacter stimulated Chlorella growth (Figure 14) more than
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Figure 16. Role of Photoperlod In Chlorella Growth
In Batch Culture.

'J Field-isolated Chlorella was grown in axenic batch cul-
tures in standard conditions, with a 14:10 photoperiod. Algal
growth was estimated by measuring optical density at 660 nm.
Two tests were prepared, one with a standard initial inocula-
tion density (0.42-0.45 CD. at 660 nm.) and the other at

; one-tenth the standard density. Photoperiod is indicated by
'the coloured bar at the bottom.

Deviations aad errors were calculated on a Wang 700 cal-
culator.
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Role of Light in Chlorellq Growth in Batch Culture

Optical Density at 660 nm.
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It did Pseudomonas (Figure 15) .

The following observations regarding the five species mixed batch cultures

(See Figure 13) were made. After four days Bacillus all but disappeared from the

spread plates of the mixed culture samples with either Ulothrix, Monollantus or

Chlorella, while Proteus disappeared after three days in mixed culture with

Monollantus ; Proteus declined to less than 5% of all viable colonies counted from

mixed cultures with the two green algae. Pseudomonas accounted for nearly 70%

of all observed plate colonies after day four while Azotobacter made up the

difference. These observations are consistent with published observations of

mixed algal and bacterial cultures (Niewolak, 1972) especially in regard to the

favourable growth of Azotobacter and of Pseudomonas in Chlorella cultures, and

to the decline of Bacillus in similar circumstances (Gorden, et al , 1969)

.

4.3 Mixed Pure-Culture Experimental Results

4.31 Growth Rate Determinations

Axenic, field-isolated Chlorella were grown in separated and in joined

cultures with either field-isolated Azotobacter or Pseudomonas in the mixed pure

culture apparatus (MPCA) . Algal growth was estimated by direct observations

in a Palmer Nannoplankton Counter, and by D 660 nm. The results of these

tests are shown in Figure 17a for separated Chlorella cultures and those joined

to Azotobacter . The results indicate a significant stimulation of Chlorella growth

in the second photoperlod after twenty-four hours of interaction. D 660

increased rapidly over the first fourteen hours in both separate and joined

cultures. Direct counts revealed that the cultures were also equal in numerical

Increase. In separated Chlorella cultures, numbers continued to increase slightly

after forty-eight fours, though the D 660 of the samples did not vary significantly.

In joined cultures both cell number and D 660 increased in close agreement

(Figure 17a) (Mayer, et al , 1964).

The growth of Azotobacter in separated and joined cultures is shown in

Figure 17b, which indicates significant growth stimulation within the same period
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Figure 17a. Growth of Azotobacter In the MPC Apparatus

Axenic cultures of field isolated Azotobacter were grown in the
MPCA, in separated cultures (Test 1, o) ; in cultures with axenic Chlorella
(Test 2,#) joined after a 36 hour period of separated growth, and in
cultures joined from the initiation of the experiments (Test 3a, V ; 3b, Q);
tests were run under standard conditions (see Methods and Materials) with
a 14:10 photoperiod as indicated by the coloured bars at the bottom. Cell
growth was estimated by optical density for absorbance at 540 nm.

Initial inoculum was standardized by optical density for CD 540 of
0.32 0.005, at time zero. Duplicate samples were counted in a Bausch and
Lomb Spectronic 100 with Auto-sampler. Deviations and errors were
calculated on a Wang 700 Calculator.

17b. Growth of Chlorella in the MPC Apparatus

Axenic cultures of field-isolated Chlorella were grown in the MPCA,
in separated cultures (Test 1 o; Test 2 #) and in joined cultures with
axenic Azotobacter (Test 1 v; Test 2o); tests were run under standard
conditions (see Methods and Materials) with a 14:10 photoperiod as
Indicated by the coloured bars at the bottom. Cell growth was estimated
by optical density estimations for Test 1, and by direct cell count
for Test 2, converted to optical density (CD 660) by use of a standard
calibration curve of optical density vs. cell number.

Initial inocultan was standardized by optical density for OD 660
of 0.44 at time zero. Duplicate samples were counted in a Bausch and
Lomb Spectronic 100 with Auto-sampler, and in a B. and L. Spectronic 20
with 1 cm sample cuvettes. Deviations and errors were calculated on a
Wang 700 Calculator.
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Figure 18. Comparison of Growth Patterns of Azotobacter
and Chlorella Cultured in Batch or MPCA Cultures

a. Growth of Azotobacter was estimated by optical density for
samples from batch culture with Chlorella (D), separated axenic culture
in the MPCA () and joined axenic culture with Chlorella in the MPCA
(V). Optical density methods were the same as those described in
Methods and Figure 17a.

b. Growth of Chlorella was estimated by optical density for samples
from axenic separated culture in the MPCA (0) and axenic joined culture
with Azotobacter in the MPCA (O). Absorbance was estimated for Chlorella
samples from mixed batch culture with Azotobacter ("V) by converting
direct cell count to optical density (OD 660 nm) as described in Methods
and Figure 17b.

Thre results shown in these figures are pooled from at least seven
separate test situations and aggregate standard deviations and errors
are not displayed.
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as Chlorella Increases. A third test was prepared where Chlorella was introduced

Into the central support vessel after thirty-six hours, to observe any changes

in a previously separated axenic Azotobacter culture. The increased growth of

the bacterial culture which was observed is shown in Figure 17b.

A comparison bewteen the mixed batch culture and the connected axenic /un-

connected MPCA experiments for Chlorella and Azotobacter are shown in Figures

18 a and b respectively. It can be seen that the syntrophic effect is very

similar under both experimental conditions.

The phenomenon of light-mediated syntrophic interaction was studied further

in a 96-hour experiment, culturing axenic Chlorella and Pseudomonas in the MPCA.

Algal and bacterial growth was estimated as detailed above. These experiments

indicated that periods of growth increase were light-mediated and that algal

growth was more closely related to the light regime than was the bacterial

increase. The cell densities of Pseudomonas in joined culture were greatly

increased after 90 hours and growth was continuing at the termination of the

experiment; in contrast, the glucose-fed control plateaued at about 60 hours. A

light induced pulse of growth was not observed for the bacteria in either joined or

separated cultures.

4.32 Bicarbonate Uptake by Chlorella

The joined Chlorella /Azotobacter experiment described above (Figure 16)

14
was repeated with the addition of C-bicarbonate with initial specific activity

of 5.0 X 10 dpm/mg HCO -. This gave approximately 1.0 x 10 dpm/100 ul/sample.

Samples were taken at various times and processed through the modified biuret

procedure. The results, shown in Figure 19 indicate that incorporation rate did

not appear to be significantly stimulated by Azotobacter during the first twenty-four

hours of connected growth, although the rate at which radioactivity disappeared

from the medium was stimulated.
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Figure 19. Uptake of C-Bicarbonate by Chlorella

14 4
C-Bicarbonate, with an initial activity of 1.0 x 10

dpm's per 100 yl. was added to axenic cultures of Chlorella
in separated (coloured symbols) and in joined (open sjnnbols)
MPCA cultures with Azotobacter . Samples were removed and
treated by modified biuret methods (see Methods section)

.

Activity in the medium (a) and in the soluble and insoluble
cell fractions (sum of each for total incorporation, o) is
shown uncorrected for background but corrected for counting
efficiency and isotope effect. Background is shown by the
bar at the bottom (19 cpm's±4.2). Photoperiod is shown by
the coloured bar below the background.
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14
Figure 20. Incorporation of C-Blcarbonate by

Varying Concentrations of Axenlc Chlorella

Field-isolated cultures of axenlc Chlorella were pre-
pared In dilution series from 10 (O.D. 660 = 0.44) to 0.1 in
relative concentrations and fed -'^C-blcarbonate with an
jhitial activity of 1.0 x 10^ dpm's per 100 pi. Cultures were
incubated under standard conditions for twenty-four hours in
a 14:10 photoperlod. Samples were taken at five minutes (o)

,

thirty minutes (V), sixty minutes (p) , and twenty- four hours
(O) and treated as per modified biuret methodology (see
Methods).

14
Incorporation of C-bicarbonate In acid-soluble plus

acid-in soluble fractions is shown. Deviations and errors
were calculated on a Wang 700 Calculator (see Methods). Sample
counts were corrected for background (large arrow) and Isotopic
effect (1.05).

]
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14
The reciprocal nature of C-blcarbonate uptake by Chlorella and reduction

of labelled bicarbonate in the medium suggested that C-bicarbonate assimilation

over one daylight period (fourteen hours) , with a fixed amount of label added as

a pulse, might be proportional to the specific activity decline in the medium,

rather than to changes in the potential algal uptake rate. The uptake of

bicarbonate by varying concentrations of Chlorella , with or without bacterial

extract was tested over a twenty-four hour period (Figure 20). Algal uptake of

lA
C-bicarbonate was proportional to cell concentration up to one hour of feeding

4
(at an initial radioactivity of 1.0 x 10 dpm per 100 ul) but after one hour,

14
uptake became related to the specific activity of the C-bicarbonate in the

medium. Bacterial cell extracts (prepared by sonication and centrifugation) did

not significantly stimulate this short-term incorporation. Within twenty-four hours

cultures as dilute as 10% of the normal experimental density (0 D 660 nm 0.044)

were able to incorporate virtually all of the available label. Uptake of

14
C-compounds into acid-soluble and acid-insoluble fractions was also unaffected

by the addition of bacterial extracts. For these various reasons, the standard

14 -
H„ CO , feeding time was set at one hour in subsequent experiments.

Aliquots of both joined and separated cultures of Chlorella were removed

from the MPCA and standardized for cell concentration by optical density

14
determinations. The standardized samples were fed C-bicarbonate as a pulse of

3
radioactivity at 5.0 x 10 dpm/mg bicarbonate, for one hour, two 10 ml

samples were withdrawn, from the MPCA each hour, and one hour after the pulse-feeding,

two 1.0 ml samples were taken from each and treated with the modified biuret

technique. Chlorella incorporation/hour was measured over the fourteen-hour

light period to determine any change in the capacity of algal cells to take up

14
and fix C-bicarbonate. (Preliminary tests indicated that bicarbonate uptake

in the dark was negligible; see Table II below).

The pooled results of two tests (Figure 21) indicated that no significant

difference in incorporation could be determined between axenic Chlorella from
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14
Figure 21. Algal Incorporation of C-Bicarbonate in

One-hour Feeding Experiments

Chlorella was grown in separated culture and in joined
culture with Azotobacter in the MPCA. Aliquots of each were
standardized for cell concentration. by optical density measure-
ments; these samples were then fed C-bicarbonate with an
initial activity of 1.0 x 10 dpm's per 100 ul for one hour
and incubated in the culture chamber at standard conditions.
Samples were treated by modified biuret methods, and Chlorella
incorporations for separated (V) and joined (o) cultures were
determined from acid-soluble and acid-insoluble fractions.

Values were corrected for background, efficiency and
Isotope effect. Deviations and errors, as well as corrections,
were calculated on a Wang 700 Calculator (see Methods)

.
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Algal Incorporation of C-Blcarbonate In

One Hour Feeding Experiments.
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separated culture and from joined culture with Azotobacter during the first

light period of interaction. The maximum rate of inorganic carbon uptake in the

2
culture was estimated at 0.905 umoles per cm per min for Chlorella at test density

(0 D 660 nm « 0.45) in the first hour of light. A general decline in uptake

capacity was observed, falling from the noted maximum to a lower plateau after

about half the (first) photoperiod. The incorporation capacity at the end of the

photo-day was only 38% of the maximum; the maximum uptake was equal to 42% of the

14
available C-bicarbonate pulse initially supplied in the test medium.

It was previously noted that syntrophic effects were not observed in relation

to algal and bacterial growth until the second or third twenty-four hour photoperiod.

An extended set of tests were performed on separated and joined (with Azotobacter)

cultures of Chlorella in the MPCA for ninety-six hours (four photoperiod days)

14
with C-bicarbonate uptake measured on samples taken at twelve-hour intervals (as

described for Figure 21) . The results of these tests are displayed in Table II

for both separated and joined cultures.

It may be observed that virtually no uptake occurred in samples (removed in

darkened tubes) from the night period; and that the majority of these incorporated

counts were found in the acid insoluble phase of the biuret fractions. Uptake

capacity in the first photoperiod, for both culture conditions was the same.

However, the separated Chlorella culture exhibited a progressively declining

uptake and fixation capacity over the four photoperiods, while the Chlorella

culture interacting with Azotobacter showed an increasing capacity/cell to

14
incorporate C-bicarbonate. Both joined and separated cultures of Chlorella

displayed similar day/night patterns of incorporation into acid-insoluble

fractions (see Raymont, 1963; Sorokin and Kadota, 1973).

A similar set of one-hour pulse feeding tests was performed on axenic Azotobacter

grown in the MPCA over a 96-hour period in both separated and joined (with

Chlorella) conditions. The background counts for pulses without bacterial cells
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Figure 22. Total Biuret Protein in ChXorella Grown In

Joined and Separated M.P.C.A. Cultures.

t

Field-isolated strains of Chlorella were grown in joined
(o) cultures with Azotobacter . and in separated (V) cultures,
both maintained axenically, in the M.P.C.A., under standard con-
ditions .

Total protein was estimated in the acid-insoluble frac-
tion by a modified biuret method (see Methods). Deviations
and errors of the samples were calculated on a Wang 700 Cal-
culator.
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Table lII(cont.)

H

12 r R
N(N+l)j£^njI ^ - 3(N+1)

ET

T = No. of Ties; Rj = Sum of Ranks; nj = No. of Observations;
k = No. of Samples

* see text
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were 35+6 cpm, whllt the total counts in the acid-soluble and acid-insoluble

phases combined were observed to be 152 + 17* cpm maximum.

14
It may be concluded that there was virtually no incorporation of C-bicarbonate

14
(or any other C-compounds) by Azotobacter samples taken from either joined or

separated cultures. This type of test was seen to be more definitive than the

general labelling of medium in the MPCA, since the Azotobacter had only one source

14
of C-compounds in these tests.

4.33 Chlorophyll Protein Determinations

Chlorophyll was extracted from Chlorella cells and concentrations estimated

(Tailing, 1969). Simultaneously total protein concentrations were determined by a

modified biuret method. Ratios of chlorophyll (mg chl ajm% dry weight /ml) to

protein (mg total protein/mg dry weight/mg) were calculated for various axenic

Chlorella cultures. These results and the significance of between groups variances

are shown in Table III. There was no significant difference between the ratios

for Chlorella in axenic batch cultures and axenic separated MPCA cultures, indicating

that the two growth conditions were most probably equivalant. Connection with

Azotobacter in the MPCA casued significant increases in the chlorophyll /protein

ratio, a change which reinforces the evidence that Azotobacter promote the healthy

growth of this Chlorella strain (Fogg, 1965).

It may be observed in Figure 22 that protein synthesis in joined MPCA cultures

increased significantly after about four hours of light, though preconditioning

of the Chlorella (in joined culture) in the dark may be an important factor. The

greatest increase in protein synthesis was coincidental with the greatest net

chlorophyll synthesis (between 14 hours and 16 hours. Figure 22). Although the

14
C-bicarbonate incorporation rate appeared to be the same for separated and joined

cultures during the first photoperiod (Figure 19) it can be seen from Figure 22

(*the mean for 26 samples f standard deviation.)
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that total protein synthesis, although not significantly different at the twenty-

fourth hour, did display a different time course in the two cultures. The twenty-

fourth hour pause in the joined culture may be related to the light-regime and/or

the Chlorella cell cycle.

4.34 Carbon Transfer in the MPCA

Chlorella and Azotobacter were grown in the MPCA in separated and joined

cultures, with universal label of the medium, to observe the transfer of carbon

compounds between the two species. It has been noted that Azotobacter had no

capacity to fix Inorganic carbon, and also that syntrophic stimulation was not

apparent during the first photoperlod of Interaction.

Cultures were pre-conditioned for two photoperlods (48 hours) before

14
C-blcarbonate was introduced (at the onset of the third photoperlod) . The

results of these tests are shown in Figure 23, which show patterns of carbon-14

uptake by Chlorella and disappearance of the label from the medium, (c.f . Figure

19) . Initial uptake rates of carbon-14 into Chlorella appeared the same for both

separated and joined cultures although at the same time export of label to the

Azotobacter culture was observed in the joined cultures. Within this photoperlod,

10-15% of the total counts in the system were transfered to the bacteria. The

measure of counts in the medium did not discriminate between inorganic carbon-14 and

Chlorella-exuded organic carbon-14. It was observed that bacterial incorporation

rates Increased as the lights went out, which may indicate either a large pulsed-

release by Chlorella (Bruin, Nelson and Tolbert, 1970; Lord and Merrett, 1970)

or a change in uptake-rate by Azotobacter ; in either case light appeared to have

a controlling Influence.
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14
Figures 23a. and b. Uptake of C-blcarbonate by Chlorella and

Azotobacter in Separated Mixed Fure Cultures

Axenic strains of field-isolated Chlorella and Azotobacter were
grown in separated (a) and joined (b) cultures in the MPCA under standard
conditions (see Methods and, Materials ) . The cultures were pre-incubated
for forty-eight hours and C-bicarbonate was added at time zero = 48 hours
(when the lights came on at the beginning of the third light-day) to
give an initial activity in the medium of 1.0 x 10 dpm's per 100 ul.

Samples were removed from each of the algal cultures (v) and bacterial
cultures (o) and treated as per modified biuret techniques; incorporation
in each of the samples is the sum of the acid-insoluble and acid-soluble
fractions. Samples were taken from the central support vessel to determine
C-activity in the medlxim (O)

.

Radioactivity determinations are shown corrected for isotope effect
(1.05) but uncorrected for background, the value of which is shown by the
bar at the bottom. Deviations and errors were calculated on a Wang 700
Calculator with all samples evaluated for equal volumes (100 ul)

.
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5.0 DISCUSSION

The experimental design was (i) to observe at least two microbial species

interacting in a natural aquatic commxinity, (ii) to isolate, culture and identify

those species, (iii) to reproduce the interaction in conventional laboratory

cultures, and then (iv) to investigate these interactions using physically

separated cultures in the MPCA.

Preliminary laboratory experiments and field observations (Figure 10, Table I)

determined the optimal temperature range for subsequent batch and mixed-pure cultures.

The field observations and laboratory tests of growth rates indicated a significant

positive correlation between temperature and algal and bacterial population densities

(Figure 12)

.

The subsequent mixed batch culture experiments indicated the nature of the above

observations more explicitly; two green algae, Chlorella and Ulothrix , showed

mutual stimulation with stream-isolated bacteria, while the chrysophyte, Monollantus ,

showed no such syntrophic stimulation. The mixed batch cultures of Chlorella with

Azotobacter or Pseudomonas indicated that, where temperature and light as controlling

factors remained constant, there was a significant positive correlation between the

increased growth of the alga and the stimulated growth of the bacteria (Figures 13,

14 and 15).

Navicula and Synedra , the dominant diatoms of the stream, could not be

successfully cultured axenically in the defined standard calcium-based medium,

though their importance to the stream community must be recognized as most significant.

It may be noted that the designed medium (see Methods 2.21 and Table I) may not be

optimal for continuous growth of diatoms, such that these algal types may find the

axenic model lacking where the natural condition was sufficient. Diatoms, such as

Synedra and Navicula , have been shown to be difficult to culture without very

exacting medium (Pringsheim, 1949; Williams, 1964). The prepared media described
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by Pringsheim and by Starr (Indiana Culture Collection, 1961) were so radically

different from the natural stream water that they would not be considered for

the model system experiments. Silica may have been a limiting factor in the

standard medium; rapid silica removal in the stream by diatom uptake may have

caused an underestimation of the natural available concentrations, although the

addition of washed, autoclaved sodium silicate sand failed to provide a suitable

substrate for diatom growth.

The green and blue-green algae in the stream including the most numerous

green, Chlorella , exhibited population fluxes more closely correlated to

fluctuations in total bacteria' than did diatom species whose numbers were more

stable throughout the seasons (cf. Williams, 1964, 1972). This observation

suggests that it is the green algal numbers which made the most significant

contribution to the statistical conditions observed (Figure 12).

It is significant that Bacillus and Protetjs, and occasionally Micrococcus ,

made only slight numerical contribution to the total bacterial population in

the natural stream. These species were eliminated from the mixed batch cultures

with Chlorella , while Azotobacter and Pseudomonas flourished (cf . Niewolak, 1972) .

This suggests that the two latter bacteria, which support syntrophic stimulation

of growth in a laboratory model are probably also involved in a similar syntrophic

interaction in the natural stream community. Similarly, it appeared that

Pseudomonas and Azotobacter numbersmade the most significant contribution to the

correlations noted above, though at these observed times of high algal and

bacterial increases, all five bacterial species as well as a suspected Escherichia-

Aerobacter type were sampled. This observation appears to support the hypothesis

that an active dynamic community of microorganisms is required for syntrophic

Interactions rather than an aging or mature community as observed by Gorden

(Golueke, 1960; Gorden, et al , 1969).
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The growth rate studies of separated and joined cultures of the field-

isolated algae and bacteria have indicated that the MPCA was capable of supporting

syntrophic interactions similar to those interspecies relationships observed in

mixed-batch cultures (Figures 17 and 18) . The time courses of growth stimulation

in both mixed-batch and joined mixed-pure cultures were coincidental, and were

observed to be circumscribed or synchronized by the periodicity of the light

environment. In regards to experimental design it was concluded that microorganisms

observed to be interacting in a natural habitat (as evidenced by statistical

correlation and isolation observations) had been successfully shown to be interacting

in a laboratory model system (Figures 17 and 18). The laboratory syntrophy observed

in mixed-batch culture was also demonstrated in physically separated mixed-pure

cultures and was therefore shown to be independent of a microenvironment optimization.

Several aspects of the syntrophy were examined using the MPCA and labelled

sodium bicarbonate as tools. Bicarbonate uptake by Chlorella was initially shown

to be independent of bacterial interaction during the first twenty-four hours of

growth (Figure 19). The following points can be made about the incorporation

experiments

:

(i) Disappearance of bicarbonate-C-14 from the medium was accompanied by an

equal uptake of carbon-14 by Chlorella (Figure 19) . This observation

indicated that the uptake rate was specific activity dependent and

not a true rate function.

(11)=- Bicarbonate uptake by Chlorella was light dependent (Figure 23, Table III)

and Azotobacter was incapable of assimilating inorganic carbon,

(iii) Uptake capacity was maximal early in the photopericd and declined throughout

the day-period (Figures 19, 23, Table III),

(iv) 14-carbon fixed was only proportional to fixation capacity in short term

(1.0 hr.) labelling experiments.

(v) Bacterial extracts did not affect short term incorporation rates.
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(vi) Bicarbonate uptake capacity of Chlorella was significantly increased in

cultures connected to Azotobacter over seventy-two hours (Table III)

.

(vliy Chlorella cultures were shown to be significantly stimulated by pre-

incubation with Azotobacter in joined MPCA culture. Although C-14

bicarbonate assimilation in acid-insoluble fractions was equal to that

assimilated into the same fractions in separated cultures, the joined

cultures were simultaneously exporting a substantial amount (10% of

total added counts) as an (organic) exudate which appeared incorporated

in the bacterial cells (Figure 23) . In the experiment where Chlorella

was preconditioned by Incubation in the MPCA connected to Azotobacter

for . fGEty^^iii^t hours before labelling, it can be seen that in the

connfictid c-'ltur

connected culture some 14-carbon compounds are being simultaneously

exported by Chlorella and incorporated by Azotobacter . Since

Azotobacter cannot fix inorganic carbon there must be an organic 14-carbon

compound that is exported and subsequently taken up.

The diurnal decline in cell growth, as measured by optical density and

bicarbonate uptake capacity, may have been due to a synchronized phasing of the

cell cycle rather than to nutrient depletions during the first photoperiod

(Figures 16, 17) though the decline may have been caused by rapid utilization of a

very low carbon dioxide pool with resulting temporary carbon limitation. If this

were the case in the MPCA, Chlorella would probably be carbon-limited in the

natural stream as well, for in both cases a very large bicarbonate pool is present

but possibly not immediately available. Schindler and Fee (1973) have shown that

lakes with chronic diurnal carbon limitation can support a heavy standing crop of

phytoplankton, though in these cases nitrogen and phosphorus were not limiting.

This carbon limitation was immediately relieved by the addition of sodium bicarbonate

the predominant inorganic carbon species used in the calcium-based medium.
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The case for carbon limitation in the natural state or in the MPCA is

difficult to establish or tefute: Schindler and Fee (1973) replenished the

dissolved inorganic carbon pool by the addition of sodium bicarbonate, yet in

the model system presented here, bicarbonate was available in the order of

-23
200 mg. per litre while free carbon dioxide concentrations were only 5.2 x 10 mg.

per litre. The size of the potential atmospheric pool (at maximum CO- solubility,

25°C and pH 8.2) was 6.7 x 10 times as large as the dissolved carbon dioxide pool.

Calculations based on the solubility of CO-, gas exchange rates (Figure 5) and the

maximum fixation rate observed in the MPCA (0.90 umoles/min. , Figure 21) show that

carbon dioxide replacement by solution from the atmosphere should occur instantan-

eously and at a sufficient volume to replace any inorganic carbon utilized by

Chlorella ; (cf. 0- exchange. Figure 5). Cooksey (1971) has shown that atmospheric

carbon dioxide (supplied by shaking or low pressure air stream) is sufficient to

support the growtfeof Chlorella . However, the mechanism of inorganic carbon uptake

has yet to be described and the species of carbon molecule (carbon dioxide, bicarbonate,

carbamide) available for uptake by Chlorella has not been clearly elucidated.

The system presented here (Figures 19, 20) has shown the rapid dissappearance of

carbon-14, added to the medium as sodium bicarbonate, and the immediate incorporation

of carbon-14 by photosynthesis into the algal cells. It was, moreover, shown that

bacterial activity stimulated both the rate of algal incorporation under optimal

conditions (Figure 20) and the production capacity (Table III) in mixed-pure cultures

and that the stimulatory mechanism did not appear to depend on the maintenance of

a microenvironment (Figure 18) . It would thus seem unlikely that these cultures

were CO- limited.

The fact that a 14-C carbon compound was transferred to and assimilated by

Azotobacter (Figure 23) and that bacterial growth was stimulated by such a relationship

with Chlorella is of signiflgance in this context. The time course for physical

diffusion of stimulating substances is sufficiently rapid (0.5 hrs.. Figure 6) to
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have both stimulation and response observed in one photoperiod; however, if the

syntrophic return-stimulation is limited to a dark period activity (Tamyia, 1963;

Terskov, et al_. , 1973), then a two-way transfer or bimodal adaptation to the

relationship will not be observed until the seeond photoperiod. Such a delay Is

consistently observed (Figures 14, 18 and 23).

Terskov (Terskov et^ al . 1973) has indicated that light may be a strong regulating

factor in diurnal production declines due to a bleaching of photosynthetic pigments

and an accumulation of dark reaction enzymes (cf. Figure 19). It would therefore

seem that light synchronization is a more reasonable explanation for the diurnal

effects observed in these experiments (Figures 17, 18, 21 and Results 4.2, Table II).

Experiments shown here (Figures 21, 22) indicated that physiological changes were

taking place in control Chlorella cultures over the initial fourteen hour period

which may be responsible for the decline in production attributed to carbon limitation

by Schindler and to light by Terskov. It was shown that bacteria stimulated

production over a ninety-six hour period (Table III) and that the Chlorella was

metabolically adapting to the stimulatory relationship during the first fourteen

hours (Figures 22, 23 and Tables II and III). Though the mechanism of stimulation

remains to be defined it does not appear to be simply the result of bacterial

respiration restoring or making available some species of the dissolved inorganic

carbon pool.

5.1 Hypotheses of Syntrophy

A model of syntrophy might involve a transfer of an algal exudate to the

bacteria as an organic carbon source. This compound may act as an autoinhibitor to

algal metabolism, as in Pratt's studies (1940), or may simply operate as an osmotic

(indiffusible) block to some other nutrient: an example of such a compound would be

glycollate, which in higher concentrations may block further glycollate excretion

to balance bicarbonate uptake, as well as inhibiting isocitrate dehydrogenase, a key

enzyme in the T.C.A. cycle (Vela and Rosenthal, 1972; Kurz and Larue, 1973).
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Bacterial activity removing glycollate would free algal metabolism to operate

without the inhibiting effects of a photosynthetic waste.

A second model of syntrophy would involve a two-way exchange of algal-

assimilated carbon compounds and a bilateral stimulation resulting in a spiralling

of growth activity mediated or cycled by the light regime. The substances excreted

by algae in the course of their growth cycle are variable in concentration and

type (Chang and Tolbert, 1970) and may therefore cause a release of a bacteria-

produced growth factor at only one particular phase of the cycle. Products

cyclically (light or cell cycle) exuded by each of the partners in the syntrophic

interactions may further stimulate growth and continued exudation; as well, the

interaction may become synchronized by the cycling of one or both of the partners

in the evolution of a syntrophic relation (see Saunders and Storch, 1971).

Only in experiments of over forty-eight hours in duration was the syntrophy

definitely apparent (cf. mixed batch cultures. Figures 13, 14, 15, Table III and

Figure 23). It may be inferred that if bacterial activity controls continuing

growth of algae in increasingly dense populations, then conditions of optimal growth

for the algae must be maintained for a longer period of time than might be

predicted by the hypothesis of microenvironment enhancement (Kuentzal 1969, 1970;

Lange 1970, 1973).

In these simple models of syntrophic interactions between an alga and a bacterium,

viable, actively metabolizing populations of each are required and cellular extracts

may not suffice. Similarly, physical adjustments in the environment such as pH or

inorganic carbon concentration changes probably require continuous biological

adjustment against the activities of natural buffer systems or diluting-out processes.

It appeared that the operation of a mutually stimulating interaction required the

constant metabolic adaption to extra-specific support of vital growing populations.

In these various situations the theories of both stimulatory exudate production

and autoinhibitor removal can be supported, as well as that of diurnal physiological
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flux synchronization. One or more of these mechanisms is probably involved in

the observed syntrophic interaction between Chlorella and Azotobacter .
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Conclusions

A syntrophlc relationship between field-Isolated strains of Chlorella

and Azotobacter was observed In mixed batch cultures and was duplicated In

the mixed pure culture apparatus; bacterial activity was observed to stimulate

algal protein synthesis within twenty-four hours and to enhance algal cell

growth over a nlnety-slx hour period. A reciprocal stimulation of bacterial

growth was reported, and Azotobacter appeared to be dependent upon Chlorella

for syntrophlc Interactions.

The one-hour feeding experiments and the mixed pure-culture tests with

labelled bicarbonate Indicated that the syntrophlc effects in an aquatic

environment (such as the MPCA, and probably In the study stream), are not

short term effects. Syntrophlc stimulation was not manifest in tests of less

14
than one light-day in duration as measured by assimilation of C-bicarbonate

by Chlorella or by Incorporation of labelled compounds by the bacteria.

The experiments indicate that the bacteria stimulate various internal

processes in the algal cell, including photobiosynthesis and protein synthesis,

and that the mode of syntrophlc stimulation is via a medium-borne substance.

The experiments give an indication of the physiological relationship

existing between the interacting microbes in the natural stream; they demonstrate

syntrophy and the transfer of carbon compound(s). The field observations

provide statistical evidence for syntrophy between the total algal population

and the total bacterial population. The synthesis of laboratory and field

observations allows one to conclude that the observed syntrophy is a major

factor governing the population fluctuations observed in the stream.
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As in the crystal spring I view my face,

Fresh rising blushes paint the watery glass;

But since those graces please thy eyes no more
I shun the fountains which I sought before.

Summer, The Second Pastoral. A. Pope 1709

*****************
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APPENDIX
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Legend for Table IVa

Flagella: P = Peritrichous, Pol. = Polar; Gelatin: + Reaction,
- No reaction, L = liquefaction; Stab: + Reaction, - No reac-
tion, L = liquefaction. Brackets on results indicate incom-
plete or indeterminant reactions.
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Legends for Table IVb

Phenyl Red tests: A = acid, G = gas; Blood Agar: L = lique-
faction, BH = beta haemolysis; Litmus Milk: P = proteolysis,
Al = alkaline, A = acid.
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